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Abstract. Efficient direct solutions for the determination of a cylinder
from points are presented. The solutions range from the well known di-
rect solution of a quadric to the minimal solution of a cylinder with five
points. In contrast to the approach of G. Roth and M. D. Levine (1990),
who used polynomial bases for representing the geometric entities, we
use algebraic constraints on the quadric representing the cylinder. The
solutions for six to eight points directly determine all the cylinder pa-
rameters in one step: (1) The eight-point-solution, similar to the esti-
mation of the fundamental matrix, requires to solve for the roots of a
3rd-order-polynomial. (2) The seven-point-solution, similar to the six-
point-solution for the relative orientation by J. Philip (1996), yields a
linear equation system. (3) The six-point-solution, similar to the five-
point-solution for the relative orientation by D. Nister (2003), yields a
ten-by-ten eigenvalue problem. The new minimal five-point-solution first
determines the direction and then the position and the radius of the
cylinder. The search for the zeros of the resulting 6th order polynomials
is efficiently realized using 2D-Bernstein polynomials. Also direct solu-
tions for the special cases with the axes of the cylinder parallel to a
coordinate plane or axis are given. The method is used to find cylinders
in range data of an industrial site.

1 Introduction

This paper presents direct solutions for estimating circular cylinders from range
data both for unconstrained cylinders as well as for cylinders being parallel to
a coordinate axis or a coordinate plane. Especially it provides an efficient direct
solution for the estimation of a cylinder from the minimum number of five points.

1.1 Motivation

Cylinders play a central role in the representation of the geometry of man made
structures such as industrial plants [2, 17], architectures or orthopedy [19]. As-
built reconstruction as well as reverse engineering often rely on dense range
data. Segmenting point clouds into basic geometric primitives such as planes,
cylinders, cones and spheres often is a first step for object recognition.
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Such segmentation may use different methods. Classical segmentation meth-
ods are based on local surface properties mainly depending on the local orienta-
tion and curvature thus address free form surfaces. These algorithms start from
an initial surface description, mostly from triangular meshes, cf. the overview of
[12] and of [8] where also the detection of breakline is addressed. Hence cylin-
ders are not addressed explicitly. Tensor voting [16] may be used to achieve the
transition from the raw 3D-point cloud to an initial surface description.

In case objects are known to consist of basic geometric primitives this knowl-
edge may immediately be used for the segmentation. Random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [4, 5] is a commonly applied technique due to its ease in implemen-
tation and efficiency to cope with large percentage of outliers. Basic prerequisite
for RANSAC is a direct solution for the parameters of the geometric primitive.
Roth and Levine [14] collect polynomial bases for extracting geometric primi-
tives from range data. However, general cylinders do not have a simple basis, for
which classical direct estimation schemes would work.

Most approaches to extract cylinders from range data use the information
about the surface normal. The Gaussian image of the surface, i. e. the mapping
of the surface normals to the unit sphere, is a great circle which may be found by
RANSAC [2], clustering [19] or Hough-transform [17]. The so-called Blaschke-
image of the surface, i. e. the mapping of the surfaces’ tangent planes into the
projective space (n, d) with unit normals and distances, eases the identification
of multiple primitives [11].

Both analysis methods, surface segmentation as well as cylinder extraction
using normals presume the neighborhood relations between the measured points
are established. We want to provide direct methods for cylinder extraction which
can work on the original 3D-point cloud. As a general cylinder has five degrees
of freedom, four for the axis and one for the radius, one needs at least five points
to determine the parameters. To our knowledge, no direct solution has been
published hitherto in spite of various attempts to express the cylinder constraints
on the quadric parameters [18]. As the solution is much more involving than
the direct solutions for quadrics we also present solutions with more points,
which allows to balance computing time and samples required in RANSAC.
Moreover, as in many cases the 3D-data may easily be referred to the plumbline
and horizontal and vertical cylinders are quite common we also present the
solutions for cylinders with such special orientations.

1.2 General Setup

A cylinder can be described by 5 parameters, the 4 parameters for the axis and
one for the radius.

In case the cylinder axis is parallel to one coordinate plane, e. g. in case it is
horizontal, the number of parameters reduces to 4, the 3 parameters for the axis
and the radius.

In case the cylinder axis is parallel to a coordinate axis, we only need 3
parameters, 2 for the position of the axis and one for the radius. If we do not
know the coordinate axis, we might check all three.
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Table 1. Number of parameters for a cylinder (boldface), presented algorithms with
maximum number of solutions. The maximum number of solutions for the five point
algorithm is not known.

cylinder # points + (# solutions)
general 5 (?), 6 (10), 7 (1), 8 (3), 9 (1)
parallel to plane 4 (3)
parallel to line 3 (1)

Each point on the surface yields one constraint. Therefore we have the cases col-
lected in table 1. The number of solutions for the presented algorithms is also given,
where we know it. Note, that this number is only an algebraic property of the algo-
rithm and an unique solution is easily obtained for all of the non-minimal cases.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present direct solutions for
cylinders being parallel to an axis or a plane. These results will be be used for
the solutions for cylinders with general orientation in section 3, where we present
algorithms from 9 down to 5 points. Section 4 shows experiments and results for
finding general cylinders in 3D-point-clouds.

2 Cylinders Parallel to Coordinate Axes or Planes

2.1 Cylinder Parallel to an Axis

Without restriction we may assume the axis is parallel to the Z-axis. Then the
cylinder is given by

(X − s)2 + (Y − t)2 − r2 = 0

The cylinder has 3 unknown parameters. The classical solution (cf. [1]) uses the
substitution u = s2 + t2 − r2. Then the the three parameters s, t and u can be
determined from the following three equations

X2
i + Y 2

i − 2Xis − 2Yit + u = 0 i = 1, 2, 3 (1)

linear in the parameters, which can be written as
⎡
⎣

2X1 2Y1 −1
2X2 2Y2 −1
2X3 2Y3 −1

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

s
t
u

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

X2
1 + Y 2

1
X2

2 + Y 2
2

X2
3 + Y 2

3

⎤
⎦ (2)

The parameter r can be determined from r =
√

s2 + t2 − u.

2.2 Cylinder Parallel to a Plane

A cylinder parallel to a given plane is described by 4 parameters. Therefore we
need four points Xi.

Without restriction we may assume the cylinder is parallel to the XY -plane.
Then we may describe the cylinder as a reference cylinder parallel to the X-axis

(Y ′ − s)2 + (Z ′ − t)2 − r2 = 0
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rotated around the Z axis by some angle κ. Then we first determine a direction
[cosκ, sinκ, 0] = [a, b, 0] such that the four points lie on a circle.

The four rotated points are X ′
i = RXi thus

X ′
i =

⎡
⎣

aXi + bYi

−bXi + aYi

Zi

⎤
⎦ a2 + b2 = 1

Similar to (1) we obtain the constraint Y ′
i
2+Z ′

i
2−2Y ′

i s−2Z ′
it+(s2+t2−r2) = 0

or expanding the rotation

(−bXi + aYi)2 + Z2
i − 2(−bXi + aYi)s − 2Zit + (s2 + t2 − r2) = 0

For the four points we therefore get the linear system
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

(−bX1 + aY1)2 + Z2
1 −2(−bX1 + aY1) −2Z1 1

(−bX2 + aY2)2 + Z2
2 −2(−bX2 + aY2) −2Z2 1

(−bX3 + aY3)2 + Z2
3 −2(−bX3 + aY3) −2Z3 1

(−bX4 + aY4)2 + Z2
4 −2(−bX4 + aY4) −2Z4 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
s
t
u

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

The 4 × 4-matrix is singular if the four points are co-circular. The determinant
is cubic in a and b, however only containing monomials [a3, a2b, ab2, b3, a, b].
Together with the constraint a2 +b2 = 1 we obtain 6 solutions for a and b, which
pairwise differ by a factor -1, thus represent the same cylinder. Thus we may
obtain up to 3 solutions.

An example would be three points in a horizontal triangle and a fourth point
not in that height. Then we have three cylinders parallel to the three sides of
that triangle.

3 General Cylinders

3.1 Representation of a Cylinder

The cylinder is a special 3D-quadric, representable as symmetric and homoge-
neous matrix C for the surface points with homogeneous coordinates X

XTCX = 0 (3)

which fulfills the constraint, that there exists a plane, so that all points X on
the cylinder projected on that plane are co-circular. If this plane is without loss
of generality the XY-plane, this condition can be expressed by

(X ′ − s)2 + (Y ′ − t)2 − r2 = 0 (4)

for some s, t and r, or in terms of the cylinder representation

C′ = λ

[
D ′ d′

d′T −r2

]
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with

D ′ =

⎡
⎣

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦ and d′ =

⎡
⎣

−s
−t
0

⎤
⎦

Because the projection plane is in general unknown, one has to allow a spatial
motion

M =
[

R t
0T 1

]

to be applied, so that one obtains the general cylinder as

C = M−T C′M−1

= λ

[
RD ′RT −RD ′RTt + Rd′

−tTRD ′RT + d′TRT tTRD ′RTt − 2tTRd′ − r2

]
=

[
D d

dT d

]

3.2 Constraints on the Parameters of a Cylinder

One immediately observes, that the matrix D is singular and has two identical
eigenvalues, which can be expressed algebraically (cf. [3], p. 254) by the ten
equations

|D| = 0 (5)

2DDTD − trDDTD = 0
3×3

(6)

Note that the second equations yield only 6 independent constraints due to
symmetry. Further one can see, that

Dd = λ2RD ′RT(−RD ′RTt + Rd′) = λd

thus d is an eigenvector of D yielding the additional three constraints

[d]×Dd = 0 (7)

and one finally arrives at ten linear independent algebraic constraints (5), (6)
and (7).

We now exploit these constraints stepwise.

3.3 Solutions with 9, 8, 7, and 6 Points

Solution with 9 points. If one has given 9 points Xi, i = 1, ..., 9 on the cylinder,
the constraint (3) is sufficient to solve the problem using a simple singular value
decomposition of the homogeneous equation system

A vechC = [vechT(XiXT
i )] vechC = 0

in the ten unknown elements of C (cf. [7], p. 563).
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Solution with 8 points. If only 8 points are given, the nullspace resulting
from the singular value decomposition of the homogeneous matrix A imposed by
constraint (3) is two-dimensional. The solution is thus known to be

C = xC1 + C2

for some scalar x, where the two matrices Ci result from the nullspace of A.
Analogous to the well-known 7-point-algorithm for computing the fundamental
matrix (cf. [7], p. 264), one picks any of the ten constraints (e.g. (5)), which are
all polynomials of degree three in x and solves for the roots yielding up to three
solutions.
Solution with 7 points. Again constraint (3) is used to compute the now
three-dimensional nullspace, in which the solution is found:

C = xC1 + yC2 + C3

Following the approach of [13], x and y can be found using the ten constraints
(5), (6) and (7), which are all polynomials of degree three in x and y. More
specifically the ten polynomials are written as homogeneous equation system in
the monomials

N
[
x3 x2y xy2 y3 x2 xy y2 x y 1

]T = 0

The unknowns x and y are found uniquely as the 8th and 9th element of the
right zero-eigenvector of N via singular value decomposition.
Solution with 6 points. Using only 6 points the nullspace of the homogeneous
equation system imposed by (3) is four-dimensional:

C = xC1 + yC2 + zC3 + C4 (8)

The three coefficients are obtained similar to [15]. To do this, observe, that the
ten constraints (5), (6) and (7) are cubic polynomials in x, y and z. Ordering
the 20 monomials of up to 3rd degree in graded reverse lexicographic order and
partitioning them into two vectors of size ten, one gets

q =
[
x3 x2y x2z xy2 xyz xz2 y3 y2z yz2 z3

]T

r =
[
x2 xy xz y2 yz z2 x y z 1

]T

The ten constraints are now expressible as

N
[

q
r

]
=

[
N1 N2

] [
q
r

]
= N1q + N2r = 0

and it follows, that
q = −N−1

1 N2r = Br

Also observe, that the first six elements of q are a multiple of the first six elements
of r. Combining this and denoting with B1:6,: the first six rows of B, one obtains
the condition

q =

⎡
⎣

B1:6,:[
I 3×3 03×3 03×1 03×2
01×3 01×3 1 01×3

]
⎤
⎦ r = Fr = xr
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Obviously r is an eigenvector of F and one obtains up to ten solutions with the
7th, 8th and 9th elements of these vectors being the unknown parameters to be
fed into (8).

3.4 Solution with 5 Points

To our knowledge the strategy taken thus far does not carry over to the mini-
mal case of 5 given points. We were unable to find enough linear independent
constraints. Therefore we chose a different path.

1. First, the direction of the cylinder axis is determined, leading to a 6-th degree
polynomial in the direction parameters a and b

2. Second, the position of the cylinder axis across this direction and the radius
are determined, leading to a linear equation system.

Determination of the direction of the cylinder axis. The direction of
cylinder axis is determined by a rotation such that the cylinder axis is the Z-
axis. Then all rotated points, when projected into the XY -plane are co-circular.

Using quaternions, this rotation can be represented as

R(a, b) =
1

1 + a2 + b2

⎡
⎣

1 + a2 − b2 2ab 2b
2ab 1 − a2 + b2 −2a
−2b 2a 1 − a2 − b2

⎤
⎦

as the quaternion q = (1, [a, b, 0]) = (1, r tanφ/2) represents a general rotation
around a horizontal axis r with angle φ. Only angles φ ≤ 90o are relevant in our
context, thus a2 + b2 ≤ 1.

All 5 points X i are then transformed according to X ′
i(a, b) = R(a, b)Xi

leading to
⎡
⎣

X ′
i(a, b)

Y ′
i (a, b)

Z ′
i(a, b)

⎤
⎦ =

1
1 + a2 + b2

⎡
⎣

Xia
2 − Xib

2 + 2Yiab + 2Zib + Xi

−Yia
2 + Yib

2 + 2Xiab − 2Zia + Yi

−Zia
2 − Zib

2 + 2Yia − 2Xib + Zi

⎤
⎦

The projection of all 5 X ′
i into the X ′Y ′-plane must be co-circular and therefore

obey equation (4). Using the substitution u = s2+t2−r2, this can be formulated
as homogeneous equation system
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

X ′2
1 (a, b) + Y ′2

1 (a, b) −2X ′
1(a, b) −2Y ′

1(a, b) 1
X ′2

2 (a, b) + Y ′2
2 (a, b) −2X ′

2(a, b) −2Y ′
2(a, b) 1

X ′2
3 (a, b) + Y ′2

3 (a, b) −2X ′
3(a, b) −2Y ′

3(a, b) 1
X ′2

4 (a, b) + Y ′2
4 (a, b) −2X ′

4(a, b) −2Y ′
4(a, b) 1

X ′2
5 (a, b) + Y ′2

5 (a, b) −2X ′
5(a, b) −2Y ′

5(a, b) 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
s
t
u

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = H(a, b)

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
s
t
u

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 0

(9)
Each of the five 4 × 4-submatrices of H(a, b) must therefore be singular, i.e.
have a zero determinant. The numerators of this five determinants are bivariate
polynomials of 6-th degree in the two variables a and b, hence are expressible as

pl(a, b) =
[
1 a a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

]
Gl

[
1 b b2 b3 b4 b5 b6

]T
= 0, l = 1, ..., 5 (10)
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Their common roots need to be calculated in order to obtain the cylinder axis
direction.
Determination of position and radius. Having computed a set of common
roots, i.e. the cylinder axis directions, for each solution the translation and radius
of the cylinder must be computed. Therefore one either solves the homogeneous
equation system (9), or, more efficiently, selects three arbitrary rows and converts
it into the linear equation system (2), however referring to the rotated points X′

yielding the remaining cylinder parameters.
Finding the common roots of the 6-th order polynomials. For finding
the common roots of the 6-th order polynomials (10) we use an interval method
(cf. [9]) like [10] did in the univariate case. More specifically we use an approach
using Bernstein polynomials (cf. [6]), to track down the roots of the bivariate
polynomials. First the polynomials are transformed, so that all roots are inside
the unit box [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Since rotation of the cylinder axis by 180◦ does not
change the cylinder, all roots are found inside the box [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] and
therefore by a simple variable substitution the coefficients become

G = ΓGΓ T (11)

with

Γ ij =
{(

j
i

)
(−1)j−i2i if i ≤ j

0 otherwise

Next the polynomials are transformed into the Bernstein basis by

B = Φ−1GΦ−T (12)

with

Φij =
{(6

j

)(6−j
i−j

)
(−1)i−j if i ≥ j

0 otherwise

One property of this Bernstein coefficients B is, that their minima and maxima
yield a lower and upper bound on the polynomial in the unit box. Therefore
bounds on equation (10) in the box [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] are given by

min B ≤ p([−1, 1], [−1, 1]) ≤ maxB

so that one can easily decide for each polynomial, if there is any root in the
interval of interest by checking, if there exists positive and negative coefficients.

To track down the roots, the intervals need to be bisected and the Bern-
stein coefficients of the polynomials, that have the roots of the bisected interval
inside the unit box, must be computed. Fortunately there is a much more effi-
cient method than applying equations (11) and (12). The two sets of Bernstein
coefficients of the bisection are computable using the following dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm: For the bisection along the x-axis the coefficients starting
with

x1
B(0) = B are updated sequentially according to

x1
B

(k)
ij =

{ x1B(k−1)
i−1,j +

x1B(k−1)
ij

2 if i > k
x1
B

(k−1)
ij otherwise

k = 1, ..., 7
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yielding the new set of coefficients
x1
B =

x1
B(7) representing the polynomial

having the roots inside the left hand side subinterval put into the unit interval.
The coefficients

x2
B of the right hand side subinterval are obtained during this

computation using the fact, that
x2
Bij =

x1
B

(8−i)
7j

The computation of the bisection along the y-axis is completely symmetric, i.e.
starting with

y1
B(0) = B the coefficients are sequentially updated according to

y1
B

(k)
ij =

{ y1B(k−1)
i,j−1 +

y1B(k−1)
ij

2 if j > k
y1
B

(k−1)
ij otherwise

k = 1, ..., 7

y2
Bij =

y1
B

(8−j)
i7

Putting everything together the roots of the five polynomials are found as
follows: First the Bernstein coefficients for each polynomial are computed. Then
the intervals are alternating bisected along the x- and the y-axis. By checking
signs of the Bernstein coefficients it is decided, if each of the five polynomials
has a possible root inside the subintervals. If this is the case, the search is
continued inside this subinterval. Note, that the size of the subintervals and
therefore the accuracy of the roots decreases exponentially. A final single Gauss-
Newton update may be applied to further increase the accuracy of the roots.

4 Experiments

4.1 Finding Cylinders with RANSAC

The value of direct solutions for computing cylinders from minimal sets of 3D-
points is, that the RANSAC-algorithm for robust estimation needs a direct solu-
tion from as few data as possible to be efficient. In [7], p. 104, the number of its
iterations is given by N = log (1 − p)/log (1 − (1 − ε)s) where p is the error prob-
ability, ε is the proportion of outliers and s is the size of the sample. As discussed
above, the complexity of the algorithm and thus the running time per sample
increases with decreasing sample size s. Therefore the sample size must be care-
fully engineered with respect to the expected proportion of outliers in the data.
If few outliers are expected, the 9-point-solution is fast and easy and the addi-
tional running time due to more RANSAC-iterations is negligible. If on the other
hand many outliers are expected, the 5-point-solution will increase the overall
running time. All intermediate solutions may be useful, too, depending on the
speed of the implementations and the expected number of outliers in the data.

To find all cylinders contained in a 3D-point-cloud, we proceed as follows: Re-
peatedly a set of five points is sampled at random from the set of points and the
cylinders going through this five points are computed. For each of this cylinders
the points lying on its surface are counted and the one cylinder is retained, that
has most supporting points on its surface. If the number of supporting points
is to low, the process is stopped and the cylinder is removed. Otherwise the
cylinder is kept, the supporting points are removed from the point-cloud and
the whole process is iterated.
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4.2 Results

The efficiency of the root-finder. The performance of the five-point-method
mainly depends on the efficiency for finding the common roots of the five poly-
nomial equations yielding the axis direction of the cylinder. In figure 1, left, the
logarithm of the sum of the five squared polynomials is shown for a typical point
configuration. The standard Gauss-Newton-Method for finding the four roots
would search this cost function.

Fig. 1. Left: Logarithm of the sum of the five squared polynomials for a typical point
configuration. The minima of this function would be searched with the standard Gauss-
Newton-Method. Right: The bisections required with the Bernstein-Method for track-
ing down the roots of the same five polynomials as depicted in the figure left.

The approach using Bernstein-polynomials is much more efficient than this.
The bisections required for the previous example polynomials are shown in figure
1, right. Obviously the quality of the bounds is essential for the efficiency of the
approach. As seen in figure 1, right, the required bisection for that special exam-
ple are very good. To quantify the quality, the area searched by the algorithm in
each iteration is analyzed. For the method to be efficient, this area must decrease
exponentially. As seen in figure 2, left, this is the case, as the logarithm of the av-
erage search area for random point configurations is shown to decrease linearly.

Number of solutions. Another crucial point for the efficiency of the RANSAC-
procedure is the number of solutions, that are found by the algorithm. The
maximum number of different solutions for this problem is not known. Due to
the ambiguity of the rotation parameters (a, b) it must be less or equal 18. This is
because two 6-th degree polynomials in general may have up to 36 real solutions
and the two quaternions (1, a, b, 0) and (1, −a/(a2 + b2), −b/(a2 + b2, 0)) rotate

Fig. 2. Left: Logarithm of the average area considered by the root finder (with standard
deviation) against the search depth for random point configurations. Right: Histogram
of the number of solutions.
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the same axis into the Z-axis. In our experiments the number of solutions was
always 2, 4 or 6, though.

In figure 2, right, the histogram of the number of solutions for random point
configurations is shown. The average number of solutions was 3.3.
Experiment with real data. Finally the performance of the algorithm on real
data is shown. In figure 3, left, a 3D point cloud comprising of about 170.000
points is depicted. It was taken by a laser scanner at an industrial site containing
several pipes. Figure 3, right, shows the cylinders, that were extracted from this
point cloud.

Fig. 3. Left: 3D point cloud obtained by a laser-scanner at an industrial site (courtesy
of G.Vosselman and T.Rabbani). Right: Extracted cylinders.

5 Conclusion

We have presented direct solutions for determining the parameters of cylinders
from surface points, which are to our knowledge new except for the 9-point-
method. The five-point algorithm for circular straight cylinders has been effi-
ciently realized using Bernstein polynomials and tested on synthetic and real
range data. There are still some open problems:

– The maximum number of solutions is unknown.
– The critical configurations are unknown.
– It needs to be investigated under which constraints the other solutions, with

6 and more points, are more efficient.
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